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Abstract. Point pattern analysis has been widely applied to studies in many disciplines. Different
approaches of point pattern analysis have been developed to study different aspects of point patterns.
However, there is a gap in the current point pattern analysis. Few approaches have been developed to
compare two point patterns representing the same objects. This study proposes a simulation based approach
to compare the clustering levels of two point patterns. The results indicate that this approach can provide
sufficient details on differences of the clustering levels of two point patterns at multiple scales.
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1. Introduction
Spatial analysis has been increasingly applied to the data in many scientific disciplines [1]–[3]. Point
pattern analysis is one of the important topics in spatial analysis, since points are the simplest representation
of spatial objects in a geographic space, and many objects have to be studied as points for the lack of data on
their dimensions.
A collection of points representing the same objects is often referred as a point pattern. Point pattern
analysis attempts to identify patterns that are indicative of underlying processes for point patterns. Most of
the point pattern analysis approaches classify a point pattern as regular, random or clustered [4]. Among
these three types, the clustered pattern helps most for a study to raise hypotheses for underlying processes.
The reason is that this type indicates points are “closer” than they would be in a reference pattern that often
represents the absence of underlying processes [5]. Spatial randomness and regular pattern attract less
attention, since it was assumed to indicate no underlying process.
The temporal aspect of a study is often important for identifying underlying processes. The differences in
clustering level of point patterns may reflect the changes in the underlying processes. Tools have been
developed to analyze the temporal and spatial clusters [6]. However, to use these tools, the point data have to
be spatially and temporally extensive. In some studies, the data are not temporally extensive due to logistic
reasons (e.g., limited funding supports) [7].
Approaches that can be used compare the clustering levels of two or more point patterns are needed.
There are many challenges associated with the development of such approaches. First, a variety approaches
are available to quantify the clustering levels of point patterns [8]-[10]. Finding the right approach and
extending it for the comparison of two or more point patterns is challenging. Second, from a probabilistic
point of view, a clustering point pattern is just one realization of a point process [10]. The deviation of the
clustering level of one point pattern from another could be a result of the stochastic deviation of one point
process. Confirming the statistical significance of the detected difference in the clustering levels of two point
patterns is also a challenging task. Finally, two point patterns, as well as their reference point patterns often
consist of different number of points. This may complicate the point pattern comparison.
In this study, a simulation approach is proposed to compare the clustering levels of two point patterns.
The next three sections first provide a brief description of point pattern analysis. Then an approach to
compare point patterns is proposed. A case study is provided to illustrate the proposed approach. In the end,
the results are presented and discussed.
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2. Point pattern analysis
2.1. First-order and second-order properties
A point pattern is often characterized in terms of its first-order and second-order properties. The first
order properties concern how the expected value (mean or average) of the process varies across space [4].
The second-order properties describe the correlation between values of the points at different regions [11].
The advantage of point pattern analysis approaches that focus on the second-order properties is that they can
identify the inter-point interactions, which has been a primary interest for many ecological studies.
The K-function [10] is also based on the second-order properties and it measures the clustering pattern of
points at multiple scales. Over the last several years, Ripley’s K-function has been widely used and generally
praised for its ability to count for the impact of scale of the analysis. Scale is an important concept because
virtually all ecological processes are scale dependent and their characteristics may change across scales [12].
This method has been used in studying the spatial distribution patterns of various objects [13]-[14]. The
following subsection provides detailed explanation of this method.

2.2. K-function
As shown in Function (1), K-function (K(t)) characterize the clustering of a point pattern at different
distance scales (t). The essential idea of this function is to compare the observed number of points within
distance t of an arbitrary point to an expected number. To calculate K function at distance t, hypothetical
circles (with radius t, often called a lag distance) were placed around each point location, and the average
numbers of points that lie within those circles were calculated. When a point is close to the edge of the
region, a hypothetical circle may occupy area what is outside the study region. The following function is an
edge effect corrected K-function.
,

for (i≠j),

(1)

where A is the area of the study region, N is the number of points in the study region, Id(ij) = 1 if the
distance between point i and point j is shorter than t, otherwise Id(ij) = 0, wij is used to take into account of the
edge effect. A widely accepted algorithm of wij is to calculate the portion of the hypothetical circle that fall
within the study region. This edge-corrected version of K-function and provides an approximately unbiased
estimator of K-function. This procedure is repeated with increasing t, and K(t) is calculated and recorded at
every selected distance t.
A process with no spatial dependence between points (regular pattern) has K(t) equal to πt2; a clustering
pattern has K(r) > πt2; and a pattern with points expelling each other has K(r) < πt2. Depending on the
relationship between K(r) and πt2, the K(r) function can be transformed into an L-function (Equation (2)),
which normalizes the K-function [15].

(2)

The L-function value range is [-∞, +∞]. A regular point pattern has L-function equal to zero. If a Lfunction value is larger than zero at one scale, it indicates the existence of clustering pattern at this scale.
Statistical significance of the result of K-function analysis is usually evaluated via the Monte Carlo
simulation of a null model [10]. The common null model is based on the homogeneous Poisson process. The
purpose of Monte Carlo Methods in K-function analysis is to combine the data from an arbitrary number of
replications to obtain information over a wide range of L-function values. The 5% and 95% envelope which
enclose the 90% of the L-function values from the simulated point patterns are often obtained. If values of
the observed point pattern are contained by this envelope, this indicates that the observed point pattern is a
random point pattern with 95% confidence.

3. A simulation based approach for point pattern comparison
The K-function results simply label a pattern as either “clustering” or “non-clustering”, and offer little
insights in the differences in two clustered point patterns. The simplicity in the results is because of the
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simple Monte Carlo simulation process. In this study, an extended point pattern analysis is proposed and
illustrated in this section.

3.1. Data
The study area is a 1000 m by 1000 rectangular area. To demonstrate the proposed approach, three point
patterns are created with known Matern cluster point processes to serve as examples: point pattern A (Figure
1A), point pattern B (Figure 1B), and point pattern C (Figure 1C). The benefit of using the point pattern with
a known point process is that it enables an informed demonstration of the proposed approach. The Matern
cluster point process is a widely recognized hierarchical clustering point process [16]. It consists of a mother
process and a child process. To create a Matern cluster point pattern, a homogeneous Poisson point pattern is
firstly created. Then, certain number of points (n=N) is randomly selected from the created point pattern.
These points are defined by a process with the intensity λm, and they are referred as mother points. Around
each mother point, the points within certain distance from the mother are randomly selected from the points
created in the first step. These points are called child points, which have the intensity λc. The intensity of a
Matern clustering process depends on both λm and λc. Its intensity function (λMC) is the following:
λMC= R2 π λmλc

(3)

As shown in Fig. 1, the point pattern A has 600 points, while the point patterns B and C each have 400
points. The concept of scale is incorporated into this study. The point pattern A and B have the same scale.
The maximum distance from the child points to their mother points is 50 m. This distance is 45 m for point
pattern C. The intensities of point pattern A and C should be similar at the maximum distance. The λc of the
point pattern B should be larger than that of the point pattern A and C. for these two point patterns.

A

A

B

C

Fig. 1: Point patterns A (600 points) (A), B (400 points) (B), and C (400 points) (C).

3.2. Analysis
For each point pattern, the L-functions (Equation (1) and Equation (2)) are calculated for 15 arbitrarily
selected scales. These scales range from 20 m to 150 m with a 10 m increment. For each scale, the difference
in the L-functions of three pairs are obtained: point pattern A vs. point pattern B, point pattern B vs. point
pattern C, and point pattern A vs. point pattern C. When the Monte Carlo approach was implemented in the
K-function analysis, one replication usually consists of two steps: in step one, one point pattern is created by
randomly positioning points in the study area; in step two, K-function is calculated for this point pattern.
To investigate the statistical significance in the differences of L-function values of different point
patterns, a three-step Monte Carlo simulation is proposed. In the first step, three random point patterns are
created. One of these three point patterns has 600 points and two of them have 400 points. These three point
patterns are all generated by the homogeneous Poisson point process. They serve as the null models for the
previous created three clustering point patterns. In the step two, K-function, via L-function, is calculated for
every point pattern. In the step three, differences in the L-functions are calculated between any two of three
point patterns representing null models. It is typically to have 99 replications of K-function calculations to
get a reliable estimation. One important principle of the Monte Carlo simulation is that the number of
replication should increase when there are parameters involved in each replication. In this study, 400
replications are carried out in the Monte Carlo simulation [10]. All the calculations, including Monte Carlo
simulation are implemented in a Matlab environment.
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4. Results and Conclusion
4.1. L-function values Data
As explained in the previous section, for each of the three point patterns (A., B and C), L-function values
are calculated for 15 scales. The values of the point patterns A, B and C are displayed against their 95%
confidence envelopes in Figs. 2P1A, 2P1B and 2P1C. It is clear that all three point patterns are clustered at
all the selected scales, since the calculated L-function values are well above their envelope. For point
patterns A and C, the L-function values peak around distance 60 m, and decrease rapidly with increasing
distances, indicating that this is the point patterns achieve their highest level of clustering at 75 m. For point
pattern B, the highest level of clustering achieved around 80 m, and decrease slowly with increasing
distances. The direct observation indicates that the point patterns A and C have similar level of clustering,
and they are more clustered than the point pattern B. This is consistent with the true nature of these two
patterns, since point patterns A and C were expected to have similar intensities.

P1A

P1B

P1C

P2C
P2B
P2A
Fig. 2: Part 1: L-functions and their 95% confidence envelope for Point patterns A (600 points) (P1A), B (400 points)
(P1B), and C (400 points) (P1C). Part 2: Differences in the L-functions of three pairs of point patterns: A-B (P2A), B-C
(P2B) and A-C (P2C).

4.2. Difference in L-function values
To further investigate the differences in the clustering levels of two point patterns, the differences of Lfunction values of three pairs were compared against the 95% confidence envelopes (Fig. 2). As shown in the
part 2 of Fig. 2, the differences in the L-function values of any point patterns are generally larger than the
95% confidence envelopes of such between two random Poisson point patterns. The ranges of the difference
values are similar for two of the pairs (point patterns A and B, and point patterns A and C), and they are
larger than such range for the other pair (point patterns B and C). As shown in Figs. 2P2A and 2P2C, even
these two pairs include point patterns with different numbers of points, their confidence envelopes of the
difference in the L-functions do not differ that much from each other.
As expected, the results show a significant difference in the clustering levels between point patterns A
and B and between point patterns B and C. This indicates that the proposed approach can reveal the detailed
differences in two point patterns. As expected, the results also show that point patterns A and C have similar
clustering levels from approximately 60 m to 80m. This further indicates the proposed approach can identify
the scales that two point patterns have similar level of clustering.

4.3. Conclusions
Based on Figure 2, several conclusions have important implications. First, K-function is a valuable tool
for the comparison of the clustering levels of two point patterns. Second, the direct visual comparison of the
clustering measures of two point patterns may not provide a faulty answer. But it could not reveal detailed
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differences in the clustering levels. It also cannot confirm the statistical significance of such a comparison.
Finally, the number of points in null models does not seem to have significant impact of the Monte Carlo
simulation envelopes. This implied that although the reference point patterns in different point pattern
analysis are different, the Monte Carlo simulation envelopes could be similar. The variation in the envelopes
may be caused by insufficient number of replications.
One of the limitations in the Monte Carlo analysis is that it is computationally extensive [17]. Most of
the existing softwares that calculate L-function provide limited flexibility in their simulation procedures. For
instance, it often limits number of replications or number of points that are to be examined. The limitation of
this proposed approach is that the software supports this approach is lacking and programming is required to
implement this approach. This approach also requires longer running time than the typical simulation
approach used in the current point pattern analysis softwares.
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